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What's in the Waste Slated for the Plutonium Incinerator? 

What waste will go into the !NEEL plutonium 
incinerator? This basic of all questions should have been 
answered by the Department of Energy (DOE) before 1996 when 
it signed a $1.2 billion contract with British Nuclear Fuels 
Ltd.(BNFL) to build and operate the Plutonium Incinerator. 
Prior to committing to this contract, DOE had a legal obligation, 
under the National Environmental Policy Act, to first conduct 
an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).· The purpose of an 
EIS is to accurately and comprehensively evaluate and fairly 
disclose the consequences of alternative courses of action. The 
law is very clear that the EIS must be conducted before an agency 
makes a decision and commits resources for a project. 

DOEreleasedan EIS in January 1999, three years after 
the Plutonium Incinerator contract was signed with BNFL. 
However, a comprehensive characterization of all the waste slated 

~ for the incinerator over its operating history has yet to be 
, .l disclosed. The environmental study only analyzed a small fraction 

of the least hazardous waste that will be processed in the 
incinerator and related operations. Consequently, the assertions 
in the EIS of small short-term and long-term environmental 
impacts are unfounded because they are not based on all the 
relevant information. The public has been denied its legal right 
to full disclosure of what will be fed into the incinerator. This 
article, utilizing internal DOE reports gained through the Freedom 
of Information Act, primarily addresses the waste DOE failed 
to characterize. This crucial information is essential to 

· determining whatthe environmental, health, and safety impacts 
will be over the operating history. Without a full accounting 
of what will go into the incinerator there is no way to accurately 
estimate what will come out the stack. 

DOE only analyzed the plutonium contaminated 
transuranic waste currently in Idaho National Engineering and 
Environmental Laboratory (!NEEL) storage buildings, but did 
not characterize the transuranic waste in the burial ground pits 
and trenches or other waste slated for the incinerator This is 
a significant issue because the waste in the burial ground alone 
contains seventeen times more radioactivity than the waste in 
the storage buildings. Failure to fully characterize all incinerator 
candidate waste, means the EIS is fundamentally flawed. 

Other waste slated for the Plutonium Incinerator identified 
in the EIS but not characterized include wastes from future 
treatment of INEEL high-level waste, wastes from the 
decontamination and decommissioning program, and similar 

wastes from other DOE sites. · To acknowledge these waste 
inventories without providing appropriate breakdowns as to what 
contaminates are in the waste, constitutes a violation of the 
National Environmental Policy Act. BNFL applications for 
State ofldaho Permits to Construct are equally flawed dueto 
the same fundamental waste characterization deficiencies. DOE 
is required to document that the incinerator contaminate releases 
into the environment are below regulatory limits. By not 
analyzing all waste to be fed into the incinerator, contaminate 
release estimates in the EIS have no validity. DOE is therefore 
violating the law and denying the public its Constitutional right 
to due process, and accurate information upon which to base 
an informed decision. Therefore, the Plutonium Incinerator 
project must be canceled. ·, 

What Waste is Slated for the Plutonium Incinerator? 
DOE' s incinerator EIS acknowledges the 65, 000 cubic 

meters ( cm) waste stored in buildings plus an additional 
uncharacterized 120,000 cm of plutonium contaminated 
transuranic (TRU) waste to be pI"ocessed, fora total ofl 85,000 
cm. 1 An equivalent waste volume would be a· football :field 
stacked 146 feet high. 

The planned Plutonium Incinerator EIS determined what 
the likely toxic and radiation i dose will be to the effected 
population based only on the 65, 000 cm of stored TRU waste 
to be treated. Since this stored waste is much less radioactive 
. than the buried waste, the. emission estimates are not representa
tive of what will actually be released to the air in later years 
when DOE begins incinerating the buried and other candidate 
waste. There is a direct "linear" relationship between what goes 
into the incinerator and what goes out the stack. IfDOE is going 
to be candid, the Department must tell the public what is in all 
the waste fed into the incinerator over its entire operating history. 

Comparatively, the 65,000 cm of stored waste in 
buildings at the Transuranic Storage Area is more recently 
generated and is less radioactive than the buried TRU waste 
in the burial grounds. In the earlier years ( 1950-75), DOE and 
its predecessors, dumped all categories (including high-level) 
waste together in shallow burial ground pits, trenches, and "soil 
vaults." After 197 5, TRU waste was segregated from low-level 
waste. Consequently, the buried waste constitutes a greater 
hazard than the stored TRU waste. 
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What is In the Waste Slated for the Incinerator? 
·'\ The stored TRU waste evaluated in the environmental 

I study contains 64 7, 000 curies ofradioactivity, including 4 73, 600 
curies of plutonium.2 Although, DOE is not publically 
acknowledging the fact, its internal reports show the buried waste 
contains 11,000,000 curies of radioactivity including 1,455 
kilograms (700,400 curies) ofplutonium.3 This buried waste 
alone represents potentially 17 times more radioactivity to be 
processed than apparently is considered in the· Plutonium 
Incinerator environmental study or the applications for State 
and federal Permits. 

The DOE internal report's that estimate 11 million curies 
in the burial ground is considered by Environmental Defense 
Institute (EDI) as grossly understated. EDI researchers used 
the Navy waste shipments to the burial ground as a test case 
to evaluate the reliability of DOE' s inventory estimates. DOE' s 
1994 · inventory attributes only 4 .2 million curies shipped from 
the Naval Reactor Facility. 4 EDI, using the DO E's Radioactive 
Waste Management Information System data base printouts 
for each shipment ( obtained through a Freedom of Information 
request), added up the Navy shipments between 1960, and 1993, 
and determined that the curie content amounted to 8 .14 million 
curies. 5 This huge discrepancy, in just one of dozens of waste 
shippers to the INEEL burial grounds, suggests that DOE' s waste 

0 inventory claims may be significantly understated. Is this just 
. an academic dispute between bean counters? When put in the 
context of radioactive and hazardous waste to be fed into the 
Plutonium Incinerator, it immediately becomes a crucial issue 
of public health and safety that DOE is not being candid about. 

What Buried Waste is Slated for the Incinerator 
The Plutonium Incinerator EIS states that: "Other 

potential sources [ of incinerator throughput] include similar 
wastes buried in the [Radioactive Waste Management Complex] 
RWMC pits and trenches at the !NEEL (approximately 60,000 
cubic meters) ... " 6 This buried waste is clearly the most 
problematic in terms of environmental impact because 
contaminates are migrating into the Snake River Aquifer. In 
the "good old days," everything that was not usable went into 
the burial grounds, including some 90 metric tons ofirradiated 
reactor fuel. 7 The curie content of the buried waste is more 
than 11 million curies as previously cited. The only spent reactor 
fuel that went into storage at the Idaho Chemical Processing 
Plant was fuel that DOE could reprocess to extract materials 
for the nuclear weapon programs. In other words, only aluminum, 
stainless steel, or zirconium clad fuels could be reprocessed. 
There was no reprocessing of fuels such as ceramic clad fuels 

,~ used in t~e Aircraft Nuclear Propulsion reactors, the Navy fuel 
' I test specnnens, the Anny reactors, the reactor fuel left after 

meltdowns where the cladding was compromised and thus difficult 
to store. This fuel that was not to be reprocessed went to the 
burial grounds and was mixed with the other radioactive waste. 8 
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This cavalier dumping practice resulted in significant 

contaminate migration into the underlying soils 9 and the Snake 
River Aquifer. 10 The consequence of this pollution migration 
means that huge volumes of contaminated soils must be exhumed 
in addition to the waste to prevent further contaminate migration 
into the en~ronment. Estimates of contaminated soils are 690,000 
cm of which 170,000 cmis plutonium contaminated TRU waste.11 

· This contaminated soil would be candidate waste for the 
incinerator because it contains significant quantities of hazardous 
chemicals that were mixed in with the other radioactive waste. 
This soil waste is. not characterized in the EIS. 

In the years after the mid-l 970's, waste was separated 
between the high-activity and low-activity waste. The "remote 
handled" high-activity waste was put in the Intermediate 
Transuranic Storage Facility, and the "contact handled" low"' 
activity TRU waste went into the Transuranic Storage Area. 
Low-level waste continued to be dumped in the shallow pits and 
trenches in the burial ground. This highly radioactive "remote 
handled" TRU waste in the Intermediate Transuranic Storage 
Facility and other locations at !NEEL is also not characterized 
in the plutonium incinerator EIS despite being "candidate waste." 
The Intermediate-level Transuranic Storage Facility's below
surface "vaults" where the recently generated and really "hot" 
remote handled waste are interned consists of about 57 concrete 
lined vaults divided between Pad # 1 and #2. Internal DOE 
documents note that this TRU waste has radiation readings as 
high as 25, 000 rad per hour at the container's surface. 12 Direct 
contact even to the outside of the waste container would deliver 
a lethal dose of radiation. None of this waste is characterized 
in the plutonium incinerator EIS. 13 

Additionally, the buried waste contains a witch's brew 
of toxic chemicals and heavy metals which DOE is not including 
in the Plutonium Incinerator environmental analysis. A 1994 

· DOE internal document inventory of this buried waste .shows . 
more than 2,868.42 metric tons of these toxic chemicals in the 
shallow pits and trenches. 14 The State Air Permit Application 
predicts (based only on incineration. of the 65,000 cm stored 
waste) that 30.728 metric tons of toxic materials will go out 
the stack every year. 15 This pollution figure could be signifi
cantly higher if the buried waste and other waste sources slated 
for the Plutonium Incinerator were included in the emissions. 

Alpha Low-Level Waste Slated for the Incinerator 
What radioactive/hazardous material is in the plutonium 

contaminated mixed alpha-low-level waste? Characterization 
of this waste is, again, not in the.EIS or the Applications for 
State Permits. This waste is located on Pad-A (previously called 
the Transuranic Disposal Area) inside the Radioactive Waste 
Management Complex Subsurface Disposal Area (SDA). Pad-A 
is an asphalt surface-level site were waste barrels and boxes 
shipped predominately from Rocky Flats were stacked and later 
covered with soil to provide radiation shielding. DOE claims 
that the.waste is greater than 10 and less than 100 nano curies 
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per gram (nCi/g) which is a middle category between low-level 
and TRU waste. The Settlement Agreement with the State 

~ requires DOE to treat this alpha contaminated waste the same 
) as TRU waste. Internal DOE reports show the hazardous/toxic 

portion of the Pad-A waste amounts to 4,640 metric tons, and 
the radioactive portion (primarily uranium) totals 72.4 metric 
tons (159,642 lbs.). 16 By not including this radioactive/toxic 
material into the plutonium incinerator emission calculations, 
the estimated atmospheric releases can only be viewed as 
inadequate. 

High-Level Waste Slated for the Incinerator 
DOE states in the Plutonium Incinerator EIS that, "Other 

potential [waste] sources include ... wastes from future treatment 
of INEEL high-level waste (possibly several hundred cubic 
meters) ... "17 As a means to cut costs in treatment and 
disposition of the INEEL high-level waste, DOE is concocting 
a reportedly illegal scheme to reclassify liquid high-level waste 
to a less hazardous category. The National Academy of Sciences 
December 1999 report titled "Alternative High-Level Waste 
Treatments at the INEEL" puts this waste number at 5, 000 cm 
( 131,926 gallons). This formerly classified mixed liquid high
level "sodium bearing" waste in underground tanks 18 is what 
DOE wants to reclassify as "liquid low-level mixed transuranic 
waste." 19 The 5,000 cm is significantly understated because 
it is not including the sediments (tank heels) in the bottom of 

~ the tanks which DOE wants to illegally and permanently leave 
in the tanks. This change of waste classification is a slight of 
hand designed to fast track this waste to the Plutonium 
Incinerator. The Environmental Defense Institute's review of 
the contents of the INEEL high-level waste tank farm contents 
shows little difference between "sodium and non-sodium" tanks. 
2° Failure to fully disclose and characterize this waste in the 
incinerator EIS is again, a violation of NEPA 

DOE also is attempting to reclassify high-level waste 
at the Savannah River Site. The Natural Resources Defense 
Council filed a legal petition with the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC) ''to assume and exercise immediate licensing 
authority over all high-level radioactive waste that is stored in 
the 51 underground tanks located on the DOE Savannah River 
Site (SRS). 21 If the NRC rules that the SRS waste comes under 
its jurisdiction as high-level waste, then INEEL will be blocked 
from reclassifying its liquid high-level waste as low-level mixed 
transuranic waste, and therefore not candidate for the Incinerator. 

Other Incinerator Candidate Waste 
Another potential waste source for the Plutonium 

Incinerator is the Argonne National Laboratory-West (ANL-W) 
waste at INEEL. The Radioactive Scrap and Waste Facility 
(RSWF), which is an underground storage area which has (as 
of1981) 81 cubic meters of waste containing 9,832,000 curies 
ofradioactivity, including 40.73 grams of plutonium. 22 The 
RSWF has 12-foot-deep steel walled buried pipes (27 rows 
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on 12 ft centers and 40 rows on 6 ft. centers for a total of 1,366). 
23 This waste; although, a likely throughput to the Plutonium 
Incinerator because of its mixed chemical and TRU components, 
is not factored into the incinerator emissions calculations. 24 

ANL-W Electrorefiner reactor fuel reprocessing waste may also 
be fed in the Plutonium Incinerator according to the INEEL Site 
Treatment Plan. 25 None of the ANL-W waste is characterized 
in the EIS. 

DOE's Plutonium Incinerator mentions in the EIS: "Other 
potential sources [ of waste] include ... wastes from the INEEL' s 
decommission and decontamination [D&D] programs." 26 This 
waste is candidate throughput for the incinerator, however it 
is not characterized as to what radioactive and hazardous 
materials are in it. On the surface this D&D waste sounds 
intentionally innocuous, like demolished building ruble. A closer 
look will reveal a much different picture. For instance, each 
of the INEEL permanent nuclear reactors had water storage 
"canals" to store reactor spent fuel coming out of the reactor 
during refueling. The fuel was put in these water canals next 
to the reactor to allow the short-lived radiation to decay. 
Unfortunately, the fuel stayed in these canals for decades because 
DOE refused to spend the money to remove itto safer dry storage. 
Consequently, a significant amount of the fuel disintegrated and 
fell to the bottom of the canals. DOE euphemistically calls it 
"canal trash" which should be classified as high-level waste but 
never has been appropriately classified as such. Nearly, all 
of the INEEL reactors and their respective fuel canals and are 
slated for D&D. This means that there will be a significant 
amount of"canal trash" extracted for treatment in the Plutonium 
Incinerator. 27 This waste is extreme! y radioactive since it came 
from irradiated reactor fuel, and therefor should have been fully 
characterized in the EIS, but was not. 

This Plutonium Incinerator project documentation is 
a rift with conflicting waste volume numbers that undercut the 
credibility of the government's knowledge of waste inventory. 
For instance, DOE's EIS acknowledges 65,000 cm of waste 
in the Transuranic Storage Area (TSA) slated for the incinerator 
and related operations. Yet, the British Nuclear Fuels Ltd. 
Hazardous Waste/ Toxic Substances Control Act State ofldaho 
permit application cites 99,930 cm in the TSA that will be 
processed in the incinerator. 28 This State Permit also acknowl
edges 11,183 cmor 10,156,394kilogramsofhazardouschemicals 
in the TSA. 29 These hazardous material inventories were not 
included in DOE' s EIS. Public confidence is justifiably skeptical 
about the federal govemm~nt' s voracity due to these significant 
inconsistencies in its documentation. 

Defense Nuclear Facility Safety Board Review 
DOE' s Defense Nuclear Facility Safety Board (DFNSB) 

reviewed the Plutonium Incinerator plans and found many serious 
problems related to waste characterization and environmental 
release estimates. The DFNSB found that: " ... the predicted 
releases from ... accidents do not appear appropriately bounding 
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with regard to material quantity and type and for each type of 
receptor (i.e., the public, collocated workers, and facility 

?~ workers)." 30 This is a technical way of saying accident scenarios 
, ) are understating what will go out the stack and who will be 

effected. The DNFSB additionally found that DOE has 
inadequate knowledge of the characteristics of the waste to be 
incinerated. Consequently, the radiation released during nonnal 
operations and/or accident scenarios is understated. This problem 
of not knowing what is in the waste resulted in INEEL losing 
its certification to ship its TRU waste to the Waste Isolation 
Piolet Project in New Mexico in June and again in November 
of 1999. 31 

State/DOE Settlement Agreement and the Incinerator 
DOE vaguely identifies candidate waste slated for the 

Plutonium Incinerator, however no specific volumes or 
characterization is offered for all the individual waste groups 
in the EIS. Given this uncertainty, it .is useful to consider other 
legal requirements DOE is under. After years of protracted 
litigation, the State ofldaho and DOE entered into a 1995 court 
sanctioned Settlement Agreement that laid out an enforceable 
time table by which DOE would remove radioactive waste from 
the State. The State is interpreting the Agreement broadly in 
terms of what waste is included. This Agreement lays out a 
schedule for shipment of plutonium contaminated transuranic 
(TRU) and high-level waste out ofldaho. The State is relying 

-~ on Agreement language that: "DOE shall ship all transuranic 
(TRU)waste now located at INEL [sic]~ currently estimated at 
65, 000 cubic meters in volume to the Waste Isolation PioletPlant 
... by 2015." 32 [Emphasis added] The 65, 000 cm TRU waste 
figure indirectly identifies the TRU waste currently stored in 
above ground buildings. 

A reasonable conclusion based on the Settlement 
Agreement and the EIS language, is to assume that the buried 
INEEL TRU along with large quantities of other INEEL and 
non-INEEL waste will be eventually processed by the Plutonium 
Incinerator. DOE offers no characterization of this other 120,000 
cm waste in terms of how much radioactivity and hazardous 
chemicals are in that waste, although a characterization document 
is referred to in the EIS. 33 What limited information there is 
about the INEEL buried and other "candidate" waste indicates 
that itis much more hazardous than the stored waste characterized 
in the Plutonium Incinerator EIS, the State Air Permit to 
Construct a Pollution Source, the State Hazardous Waste 
Management Act Permit, or the Toxic Substances Control Act 
Permit applications. These represent additional deficiencies in 
compliance with NEPA. 

Conclusion 
·') DOE is violating the National Environmental Policy 

Act (NEPA) by not characterizing and analyzing all waste slated 
for the Plutonium Incinerator. Consequently, the EIS and State 
ofldaho Permit Application environmental contaminate release 
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numbers are based on the least radioactive waste in INEEL's 
inventory slated for incineration. The really nasty stuffhas[yet 

I 

to be factored in presumably because it is the really "hot" w~ste 
which might make the project look more risky. Therefore,lthe 
EIS and the State Permit Applications are using incomplete 
numbers by only analyzing the stored waste slated for treatment. 
This· is illegal because it violates NEPA that requires federal 
agencies to provide accurate and comprehensive environmental 
analysis and data that shows the project will not compromise 
the health and safety of citizens living downwind of the incinerator 
over its operating history. A fundamental violation of trust also 
exists in the federal government's deliberate unwillingness to 
fully disclose its intentions and the health and safety impacts 
on citizens living in the shadow of this incinerator. A reasonable 
conclusion, based on the facts presented, is that DOE never 
intended to tell the public the whole truth, and fully intends to 
plow ahead regardless of clear violations of the law. 
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